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The medical-economy loop and the containment stringency corridor

ICU

capacity

Many island economies hit hard (loss of tourism) Those that 
reacted by a sharp and early lockdown (“hammer”) have exited 
(at arguably less economic cost— avoid soft lockdown for herd 
immunity à la Sweden). Social costs of Covid ≈3 times higher 
than private costs (Bethune and Korinek)

Adaptive relaxation of stringency with fiscal support 
policies in early stages essential and tailored to developing 
countries (Loayza). Navigate between the constraints or 
‘bend’ the constraints (e.g. shielding packages, remobilize, 
work at home, etcs (Baldwin))  



Phase I: Applying the hammer



Share of closed cases (vertical axis)

weekly averages since first case 
Number of active cases in parenthesis (as of May 24)

Countries on top left up to NZ have closed or near-closed
Countries on bottom either struggled (Bahrain), had a 

second wave (Singapore) or early on (Comoros)

Our case study: Outcomes for 19 tourist-islands 
with population in 100,000-10million population

See annex for description of sample (day first case 
reported, population, GDP pc, number of tests, 

stringency index)  



Early hard lockdown with reduced mobility essential for success

● Few adopted 
stringent policies 
early on. 
● Few reduced 
mobility early on
● For East Asian 
countries, those that 
restricted travel 
fastest (Taiwan, 
Vietnam) were those 
with less seeding and 
spreading (see Pueyo
(2, chart 37) 



Phase II: Navigating…



Short-term challenges (1): tourism

 For islands still working to close cases,  take measures to prevent the ‘spread’  
and “Keep the lights on” (see extra slides).

For islands like Mauritius, New Zealand,  Iceland, do the cost-benefit on 
tourism  to prevent the ‘seed’(see extra slides)  



Short-term challenges (2): Trade

 Free for all on medical products (Evenett) and general turning inwards (see Baldwin 
and Evenett collection).

 Global level estimates for food: Uncooperative trade policies could multiply by 3 
the initial cost of Covid shock (Espitia et. al.)

 29 African countries are following the world-wide trend. They have reported 43 
temporary trade measures on medical-related products of which 22 were 
liberalizing (i.e. reduction on barriers to import) and 21 were restrictive (across-
the-board export restrictions/bans). 

 Way ahead:  Deepen cooperation in health sector to jump-start the needed 
collective action for an earnest start at implementing AfcFTA. (Melo)

 Develop a Region supply chains for medical products to alleviate import 
dependence (Spies)

 ….but resist turning inwards by raising external tariffs 



Long-term challenges

• 2008-9: “rubber band” shock (economy returns to previous shape).
• Covid-19:“paper clip” shock (temporary shock has permanent effects). 

Future of Work is impacted.
• 40-70% have learnt to work from home in US, Europe, ≈ half that 

amount in UMIC?
• Balance sheet shocks: incentives for RI (telemigrants) and AI.
• Push for what Baldwin (2) calls “globotics”: telemigrants working for 

MNEs from abroad (globalization) with software robots replacing 
particular office tasks (robotics part).

→ Paradise islands to participate in globotics surge ?



Extra Slides



Data on sample of islands in Melo-Seetanah-Tandrayen-Ragoobur



Case fatality rates: Islands and APEI countries



Controlling the spread: which businesses to open?

Source: Pueyo (2)

Next slides on 
costs and 

benefits per 
activity



Cost-benefit of events (1) : Infection per event

Source: Pueyo (2)



Cost-benefit of events (2) : event value per infection

Source: Pueyo (2)



Spreasheet model to control seeding from travel

Source: Pueyo (2)

●Model: Hypothetical 
country to choose 
which country to 
open travel

● Ballpark 
probabilities and 
costs per infection 
chosen by user. 
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AGENDA
IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON 
TRADE, INVESTMENT AND 
EMPLOYMENT IN MAURITIUS

FUNDED BY THE MAURITIUS RESEARCH AND INNOVATIVE COUNCIL (MRIC)

IN COLLABORATION WITH THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BOARD (EDB)



OBJECTIVES OF MRIC STUDY

Trade Investment Employment
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Trade Impact

• Impact of COVID-19 on Mauritian trade - focus on 
exports of goods and services and imports of 
intermediate goods

• Assess the effects mainly in terms of main trading 
partners and products

• Forecasting analysis in line with WTO, UNCTAD

Investment Impact

• Impact of COVID-19 on domestic and foreign 
investment

• See the impact across different sectors

• Forecasting analysis in line with UNCTAD

Employment 
Impact

• Employment effects

• Survey of 250 firms across different sectors (both 
export and non-export oriented sectors)
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Overall Impact of Covid-
19 on Trade and 

Investment in Mauritius

• Sectors most 
affected

• Promising industries

• Mauritius during and 
after the lockdown

2

Impact of Covid-19 on 
Firm’s Performance

• Decline in sales

• Cost Cutting 
Strategies

• Postponing 
investments

• Supply Disruptions

• Positive Impacts

3

Impact of Covid-19 
on Employment

• Working from Home

• Changes in 
Working 
Conditions

• Reskilling

• Layoffs

• Psychological 
Effects
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4

Response and 
Recovery Measures

• Government 
Support and 
policies

• WAS, etc.

• Other Measures


